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一、文意字彙：( 30 題，每題 2 分，共 60 分) 

( D )1. You need a ___ and a fork when you eat the steak. 
       (A) spoon    (B) cup   (C) bowl   (D) knife                                
( B )2. ___ comes on the second Sunday in May. 
 (A) Christmas     (B) Mother’s Day     (C) New Year’s Day   (D) Double Tenth Day 
( C )3. Your sister’s son is your ________. 
 (A) cousin    (B) uncle   (C) nephew   (D) grandson 
( B )4. Before going to bed, we should brush our ________. 
 (A) mouth    (B) teeth   (C) feet   (D) hair 
( D )5. John is an ________ boy. He never tells a lie. 
 (A) brave    (B) shy   (C) polite   (D) honest 
( C )6. The train has just ________ at the station. 
 (A) reached   (B) left   (C) arrived   (D) got 
( A )7. Can you give me a ________ to the post office? 
 (A) lift    (B) rise   (C) raise   (D) pass 
( D )8. Ice cream is my favorite ________. 
 (A) soup    (B) desert   (C) side dish   (D) dessert 
( C )9. Tom was so tired that he fell ________during the class. 
 (A) sleep    (B) sleepy   (C) asleep   (D) sleeping 
( A )10.I catch a bad cold and have a ________ throat. 
 (A) sore    (B) pain    (C) ache   (D) sour 
( C )11.Black coffee tastes quite ________. 
 (A) sour    (B) sweet   (C) bitter  (D) spicy 
( B )12.There are many Americans ___ in Taiwan. 
 (A) live   (B) living   (C) lives   (D) to live 
( A )13.We usually ________ basketball after school. 
 (A) play    (B) make   (C) hit   (D) kick  
( C )14.I study and sleep in my ________. 
 (A) living room  (B) kitchen   (C) bedroom   (D) bathroom   
( B )15.A ________ is a hotel for people who are traveling by car. 
 (A) hospital   (B) motel   (C) market   (D) bank   
( D )16.The poor dog was run over by a _________. 
 (A) ship    (B) plane   (C) boat   (D) truck  
( B )17.Miss Lee is a ___. She helps the doctor to look after the patients.    
 (A) waiter    (B) nurse    (C) cook    (D) model   
( A )18.A ___ has a very long neck and long legs.  
 (A) giraffe    (B) horse    (C) elephant    (D) snake   
( A )19.Could you ___ me a favor?  
 (A) do    (B) get    (C) give    (D) make   
( D )20.We have to ___ at the red light. 
 (A) run    (B) walk    (C) move    (D) stop   
( C )21.A quarter of a ___ is twenty five years. 
 (A) center    (B) custom    (C) century    (D) culture   
( B )22.The watch is so ___ that I can’t afford it.  
 (A) cheap    (B) expensive    (C) heavy    (D) rich   
( A )23.Sorry, you speak too ___. I just can’t follow you. 
 (A) quickly    (B) slowly    (C) loudly    (D) easily    
( A )24.I usually have a piece of cake and a ___ of juice for breakfast.  
 (A) glass    (B) cup    (C) pack    (D) loaf   
( D )25.When we are eating, we have to watch our table ___.  
 (A) styles    (B) methods    (C) matters    (D) manners 
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( C )26. Sorry, the restroom is ___. You’ll have to wait. 
 (A) vacant   (B) disabled   (C) occupied   (D) full 
( A )27.Michael Jordan is the most___ basketball player in the U.S.A. 
 (A) famous     (B) formal    (C) favour    (D) fever 
( B )28.I’m sorry. The book you ordered is not ___ right now. 
 (A) capable     (B) available    (C) reasonable    (D) suitable 
( D )29.People all over the world ___ the new year in different ways. 
 (A) accept    (B) develop    (C) collect    (D) celebrate 
( B )30.A: Can you break this 100-dollar bill?  B: No problem. Here’s your ___.  
 (A) cash     (B) change    (C) charge    (D) check 

 

二、綜合測驗：( 20 題，每題 2 分，共 40 分) 

( C )1.She was poor, ___ she was honest. 
 (A) so    (B) or    (C) but    (D) and 
( A )2.No one can live ___ air and water. 
 (A) without   (B) between    (C) under    (D) with 
( D )3.Helen is a good friend of ___. 
 (A) your    (B) her    (C) my    (D) mine 
( B )4.It’s raining, and I forgot ___ an umbrella.  
 (A) bring    (B) to bring    (C) taking    (D) to take 
( B )5.Turn off the TV, ___? 
 (A) O.K.    (B) will you    (C) shall we    (D) won’t you 
( C )6.When I got to the station, they ___ already left.  
 (A) are    (B) has    (C) had    (D) have 
( B )7.I have been to Germany, and ___.  
 (A) so he has    (B) so has he   (C) he hasn’t, either    (D) nor has he 
( A )8.The computer is not working.  I'll get it ___. 
 (A) fixed    (B) fixing    (C) fix    (D) to fix 
( A )9.Would you mind ___ the window for me?  
 (A) opening    (B) opened    (C) to open    (D) open 
( D )10.Always use the medicine ___ a doctor’s directions. 
 (A) with    (B) by    (C) below    (D) under 
( C )11.Too much drinking will cause damage ___ your health. 
 (A) on    (B) of    (C) to    (D) for  
( B )12.Mary ___ a lot of time watching TV every day. 
 (A) takes    (B) spends    (C) costs    (D) uses  
( D )13.It is not easy ___ a foreign language. 
 (A) learn   (B) learned    (C) learning    (D) to learn   
( B )14.John ___ English for five years. 
 (A) studied   (B) has studied    (C) will have studied   (D) is studying    
( A )15.Cindy is the___ of the three girls. 
 (A) smartest     (B) most smart    (C) smarter    (D) smart    
( C )16.You should ___ what your teacher says during the class.  
 (A) take part in   (B) look up to    (C) pay attention to    (D) put up with   
( D )17.His laziness ___ his failure.  
 (A) consists in    (B) consists of    (C) results from    (D) results in   
( A )18.Jack: May I speak to Paul?  Paul: ___.  
 (A) Speaking      (B) Hold on, please     (C) Sorry, he’s not in   (D)There’s no one by that name   
( C )19.A: It was so kind of you to give me a hand.  B: It’s my ___.  
 (A) please    (B) pleased    (C) pleasure    (D) pleasant   
( B )20.A: How do you like your steak?  B:___. 
 (A) Sunny-side up   (B) Well done    (C) Hot with lemon  (D) With thousand island   
 


